SMART ALGAE Moss & Algae Remover
SMART ALGAE is an easy to use liquid for removing algae & moss growth. It quickly dissolves and breaks down moss & algae
materials within 30 minutes to one hour & can be left to work overnight also; allowing it to be easily removed by rinsing with a
power washer.
This is an easy to use liquid moss remover with deep penetration & fast acting power, specifically formulated for everyday use on
surfaces targeted by moss & algae.

SMART ALGAE can be used to remove moss, algae & red staining
from these surfaces:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paving
Walls
Roofs
Gravestones
Driveways
Decking

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
When starting a job always wear safety protection before handling any of the SMART ALGAE removing product. Safety
goggles and chemical resistant gloves are required before using SMART ALGAE. Wearing long sleeves and long pants are
recommended to protect the skin. Always have access to water when working with SMART ALGAE. If SMART ALGAE does
get on your skin, wash the skin with water to remove the product.
Before using SMART ALGAE check the surface to see how clean it is. The surface does not have to be perfectly clean to
start, but if the surface has substantial dirt on it, the dirt may impede the penetration process and should be washed off
before.
(Note: Always test product on a small hidden area prior to full application.)
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Exterior Process:
Before using SMART ALGAE check the surface to see how clean it is. The surface does not have to be perfectly clean to
start, but if the surface has substantial dirt on it, the dirt may impede the penetration process and should be washed off
before.

(Note: Always test product on a small hidden area prior to full application.)
Equipment Needed for Removal of Algae & Moss
1.

SMART ALGAE

2.

Clean Cloth or Sponge

3.

Small amount of water to wet surface

Application Method:
1.

Wet surface if necessary

2.

Shake the product to activate it

3.

Pour needed amount of product on cloth or sponge

4.

Dab the product liberally on the area or spray apply

5.

Let the product activate on the surface for 30 minutes

6.

Agitate surface with cloth or sponge

7.

Wipe off with clean cloth or rinse with water and wipe dry

8.

Repeat steps if algae is still showing

At the end of the job, wash down all safety equipment and tools used in the removal process to get all of the SMART
ALGAE off for reuse on the next job.

Results and Benefits:
The main differences between SMART ALGAE and other removal methods include: dramatically reducing the time it takes to
remove the spots, one application’s effectiveness in removing 99% of the typical growth and no damage to the original
underlying surface! SMART ALGAE gets all of the contaminants off the surface within minutes while other products can take
multiple applications and hours of time.

Coverage:
Varies dependent upon type of surface material 0.2 ‐0.5 litre/m²
With Wipes the coverage can be

0.1 ‐0.3 litre/m²
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